


SEQUEL is the leading data access solution for Power Systems™ running 
IBM i (AS/400®). Around the world, thousands of users across all industries 
and companies—from large international corporations to small organiza-
tions—rely on SEQUEL to deliver business intelligence quickly and easily. 

True Data Empowerment at a Glance

A Quick ROI
Some business intelligence solutions cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and 
take months to implement. SEQUEL is a cost-effective alternative that lets you 
perform data analysis within minutes of installation. With SEQUEL you don’t 
need a meta-data layer, so:

	 •	 There’s	no	need	to	set	up	a	multidimensional	database	to	find	information.	

	 •	 You	don’t	need	a	catalog,	data	cube,	or	data	warehouse	to	access	your	data.	

	 •	 If	your	requirements	change,	it’s	easy	to	modify	your	SEQUEL	queries.

Queries and Views
A	SEQUEL	view	(query)	contains	all	you	need	to	access	your	data.	Use	predefined	
views,	complete	with	run-time	prompts,	or	create	ad	hoc	requests	to	select	the	
information you need from the database. And, you can easily convert your AS/400 
queries	to	SEQUEL	views	that	can	take	advantage	of	SQE,	a	faster	query	engine.

End users, including executives and upper management, can display, download, 
or email SEQUEL results with the click of a mouse.

Use	the	optional	SEQUEL	security	to	enhance	security	at	the	library,	file,	and 
field	level.

Easy-To-Use Graphical Dashboards
SEQUEL dashboards summarize important business metrics in a graphical 
format on your PC, laptop, or mobile device. Display SEQUEL views, graphs, gauges, 
web pages, images, and Windows applications—whatever helps you to best use 
your data.

SEQUEL:  
The Best Data Solution Anywhere



Fast, Easy Setup and You’re Ready to Go

8:45 a.m.
	 1.	 Install	SEQUEL	on	your	IBM	i	

server.

	 2.	 Install	ViewPoint® on your PC.

	 3.	 Import	your	existing	queries	
into SEQUEL and save them 
as views.

 4. Create a dashboard using 
your new views.

 5. Run your views to create 
reports, save the results to an 
Excel,	PDF,	HTML,	or	text	file,	
and email them.

9:30 a.m.
Show	your	financial	department	their	new	dashboards	and	reports.

8:45 a.m.
You install
SEQUEL

on your IBM i 
server.

9:30 a.m.
Your users

see the data 
they need.

“SEQUEL made accessing the data between our different database servers 
much easier by allowing us to connect directly from a SEQUEL program to our 
MySQL server. Now, we can query vastly different data stored in completely 
different databases and merge them easily with just a few mouse clicks. Thanks!”

 —Christopher Seager, Security Mutual Life Insurance of NY

Three Great Interfaces
With SEQUEL, both technical users and end users have their choice of views. 
Choose between green screen, PC, and web-based interfaces:

	 •	 SEQUEL:	For	those	who	prefer	the	IBM	i	green	screen.

	 •	 SEQUEL ViewPoint: A graphical, point-and-click, PC software environment.

	 •	 SEQUEL Web Interface (SWI): Web-based interaction—even from tablets. 

Powerful Data Analysis
SEQUEL lets you decide how to access and analyze your data. Use dynamic 
drill-down to investigate on the fly. Pivot and drill via client tables—even work 
disconnected from the i. Add on-demand interactive views with runtime prompt-
ing and powerful reports. Users at all levels of your organization will love using 
SEQUEL to solve their business problems.  

Database Access—Across Your Enterprise
SEQUEL offers real-time business intelligence for both local and remote data-
bases	across	your	enterprise,	including	DB2,	Microsoft	SQL	Server,® ORACLE,® 
MySQL,®	and	more.	It’s	a	single	point	of	access	to	your	enterprise	data.	With 
SEQUEL,	your	IBM	i	server	becomes	an	enterprise-wide	data	server.



Dashboards Deliver Data

Managers,	executives,	and	other	end	users	rely	on	SEQUEL	to	deliver	the	top 
metrics they need to monitor business activities effectively. SEQUEL dashboards 
provide a visual display of the information needed for effective business decisions. 
Everyone—from executives to technical end users—can use dashboards to work 
with important business data.

Display Your Data Your Way
Your	SEQUEL	dashboard	can	contain	any	combination	of	the	following	objects	
to help you display, analyze, and manage your data:

	 •	 Views,	graphs,	and	table	results,	with	drill-down	capability

	 •	 Gauges	that	monitor	critical	indicators

	 •	 Action	buttons	that	start	other	applications,	display	different	views, 
or email reports

	 •	 Web	browser	windows

	 •	 Windows	applications

	 •	 Graphics,	including 
background images 
and colors

	 •	 Text	with	custom	fonts, 
colors, and style

	 •	 Auto-refresh	data

	 •	 Integrated	Robot	and 
PowerTech	data



Critical Information at Your Fingertips

SEQUEL	can	transform	business	intelligence	in	ways	you	never	imagined.	It’s	
easy	to	create	queries	to	access	important	information,	and	it’s	simple	to	design	
views and reports. 

The View from the Top
A SEQUEL view is the starting point for creating solutions that seem impossible 
with	other	query	products.	Your	views	gather	data,	perform	operations,	and 
allow	you	to	drill	down	for	further	insight.	You	can	also	output	data	and	build	
additional	SEQUEL	objects	to	further	enhance	the	information.

 

SEQUEL’s intuitive user interfaces—including templates, design wizards, and help 
text—have something for everyone:

	 •	 SQL Tab: Technical	users	can	create	queries	using	SQL	syntax.

	 •	 File and Fields Tab:	Business	users	can	create	views	using 
point-and-click.

	 •	 Templates: Non-technical	users	can	access	predefined	views 
and easily create and share reports.

“We recently deployed the SEQUEL Web Interface to our five facilities and the 
IT folks LOVE it because it reduces workstation overhead. And, it made our job 
easier because it reduces training time, it’s more user-friendly, and users get the 
same results.”

 —Betsy Wiegel, Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative



Tables: Handle the Big Data Challenges
Tables	(or	tabling	views)	can	summarize	data	for	regions,	time	periods,	or 
whatever you need. A SEQUEL table lets you reorganize your data using a 
multi-dimensional	spreadsheet.	You	can	also	export	data	and	provide	a 
snapshot of current numbers and future trends.

Use	the	SEQUEL	Table	Wizard	to	generate	a	relational	pivot table from a view:

	 •	 Dialogs	guide	you	through	the	table	design	process.

	 •	 You	can	drag	fields	to	rows	or	columns.

	 •	 It’s	easy	to	add	new	fields.

Client tables are designed for dynamic pivoting for drill-down, reporting, and 
analysis.	You	can	drag-and-drop	rows	and	columns,	filter,	highlight,	summarize,	
and	arrange	data	to	create	custom	layouts.	You	can	even	export	the	table	to	a	PC	
to work with the data wherever you are.

 



Choose Your Path with Dynamic Drill-Down
Dynamic	drill-down	means	you	have	the	power	to	determine	the	drill	path	to	fit	
your needs. 

For example, start with your company summary and drill down to explore a 
sales	region.	Next,	drill	into	detailed	sales	information	by	sales	rep.	Then,	drill	into	
more	details	by	specifying	a	date	range.	You	can	drill	down	to	the	lowest	level	of	
detail	available	in	the	file	in	your	view.

SEQUEL’s	dynamic	drill-down	capability	lets	you	quickly	analyze	database	infor-
mation	with	a	single	summarized	view—no	predefined	drill	paths	or	definitions	
are	required.

 

You	don’t	have	to	set	up	
a “cube” to use SEQUEL’s 
powerful drill-down oper-
ations, and SEQUEL can 
drill down into transaction 
databases containing 
millions of records.

“SEQUEL has helped me tremendously over the past 10 years! I can quickly 
and accurately report critical and correct information to my executive team, 
department heads, and other decision-makers in a much more timely manner than 
ever before! And, when there have been issues, or when I’m a little ‘stuck’, live online 
chat with a technical help specialist is the perfect option. SEQUEL ROCKS!”

 —Jeremy Axe, Outdoor Cap Company



Dig for Details with Targeted Drill-Down
Targeted	drill-down	is	a	simple	way	to	access	data	at	any	level	for	specific 
recurring situations.

SEQUEL’s	Application	Builder	lets	you	create	drill-down	applications	with 
predefined	paths	and	results.	Wizards	help	you	as	you	define	drill-down	options	
to	show	data	at	different	levels.	The	Application	Builder	automatically	generates	
drill-down options based on the data used in related views.

You	can	define	options	to	link	SEQUEL	objects	to	Windows	or	web-based	appli-
cations	using	relationships	from	your	data.	Your	drill	paths	can	navigate	up,	down,	
or sideways to analyze the information you need. Here a few examples:

	 •	 Summarize	and	send	data	to	an	Excel	spreadsheet

	 •	 Email	results	to	a	customer	listed	in	the	data

	 •	 Pass	a	client	address	to	a	browser-based	map

	 •	 Display	the	weather	for	a	customer	location



“I love SEQUEL ViewPoint because I can throw together an amazingly complicated 
query in minutes.  It makes me look like a genius!”

 —Deb Hegel, Ferguson-Florissant School District

Custom Reports

Generate	a	report	automatically	from	SEQUEL’s	default	report	formats,	or	create	
one	using	the	SEQUEL	Report	Writer	Design	Wizard.	Simply	drag	and	drop	fields	
to	the	report	layout	and	add	calculations	to	create	reports	to	fit	your	specifications.
 

Design Reports Your Way
Use	the	SEQUEL	Report	Writer	to	create	sophisticated	reports	quickly.	It	includes:

	 •	 Multiple	subtotal	levels

	 •	 Conditional	(IF-THEN-ELSE)	detail	calculations

	 •	 Subtotal	and	grand	
total lines

	 •	 Multi-line	formatting 
at any level

	 •	 Report	line	skipping	
and spacing control

	 •	 Predefined	formats

	 •	 Run-time	prompting	

Graphical Formatting for Professional Reports
The	optional	SEQUEL	Client	Report	Option	lets	you	design	beautiful,	modern	reports:

	 •	 Create	beautifully	formatted,	professional	reports.	

	 •	 Specify	fonts,	colors,	graphics,	conditional	highlighting,	and	more.	

	 •	 Use	IBM	i	and	SEQUEL	security	to	restrict	access.



Browse Away

SEQUEL	Web	Interface	means	fast,	secure	web	access	to	your	database	infor-
mation	with	zero	footprint.	You	can	use	it	to	deploy	SEQUEL	objects	from	your	
browser. Display, email, and download views, tables, and reports—and even 
launch dashboards—from the interface.

Easily incorporate SEQUEL with your custom development by calling SEQUEL 
Web	Interface	from	your	portal	or	web	page.

Use SEQUEL Dashboards from Your Browser
SEQUEL	dashboards	let	you	group	the	inquiries	and	reports	that	you	use	frequently	
and	display	them	using	your	web	browser.	You	create	dashboards	using	SEQUEL,	
save	them	to	the	IBM	i	server,	and	display	them	using	SEQUEL	Web	Interface.

 



Conversion Problem: Your 
company was still using OS/400 query 
and a green screen, which meant 
staffers had to manually convert data 
to spreadsheets, PDFs, and email for 
customers and management. 

     Solution: They loaded SEQUEL, 
which allowed them to convert their 
queries to views, download them to 
Excel or PDF, and email them auto- 
matically. The solution was easy to 
adopt, even for end users.

SEQUEL: Your IBM i Data Access Problems, Solved

Portability Problem: Your company thought users should be able to access 
data from anywhere, without having to load and update software on their PC 
or laptop.

Solution: They added the SEQUEL Web Interface. Users love it because 
they can access data anywhere from a web browser. IT people love it 
because it ends the work of deploying PC software and cuts down 
on training time.

Sales Problem: Your sales 
team members were not getting 
the information they needed to 
present to their customers on 
sales calls. 

Solution: They used SEQUEL 
to develop relevant views and 
dashboards. They discovered that 
SEQUEL is easy to learn and 
operate for users at any level.

“SEQUEL transformed our reporting applications with its ability to easily create 
and send data via spreadsheets. We no longer rely on print files and masking 
reports—we dynamically create tables and send them through SEQUEL. SEQUEL 
has really reduced our development time and increased our user’s level of satisfaction.”

 —Sam Hansen, Hoffmaster Group, Inc.

Report Problem: Your IT 
department was overwhelmed with 
user requests. Users were frustrated 
because they couldn’t get the infor- 
mation they needed to make good 
decisions.

Solution: With SEQUEL Report 
Writer, users were able to create 
ad hoc reports on their own, 
without programming. SEQUEL 
made everyone’s life easier.

Data Access Problem: 
Your company needed 
to provide access to live 
data, from anywhere and 

at any time, to both business staff 
and management.

Solution: SEQUEL helped each user 
to design customized dashboards. 
Now they can view their dashboards 
from Web browsers, or easily move 
data into spreadsheets for analysis.
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When You Need to Know,
Ask SEQUEL.

Affordable Business Intelligence
SEQUEL is the leading data access solution for Power Systems™ running 
IBM i (AS/400®). SEQUEL delivers affordable business intelligence through 
powerful query, customizable dashboards, advanced reporting tools, and a 
variety of distribution and sharing features. Take control of your data with-
out the painful costs normally associated with business intelligence suites.

Quality is Our Legacy
Help/Systems is the world’s leader in software solutions for IBM® 
Power Systems™ running IBM i. Its popular Robot/SCHEDULE and 
Robot/SCHEDULE Enterprise automated job scheduling solutions lead 
their class in performance and reliability. The Robot systems management 
product line includes innovative tools for network monitoring, message 
management, reporting, and more. Help/Systems has been pairing unparal-
leled software solutions for IBM i with unbeatable support since 1982.
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